The benefits that artificial intelligence (AI) can bring to a business are very real. Dell Technologies has released Dell EMC Ready Solutions and Dell EMC OpenManage enhancements that specifically support the demand for smarter insights – and you can use them to help make AI real for organizations of all sizes.

**AI anywhere**

Dell EMC Ready Solutions leverage VMware’s vSphere 7.0 to create solutions that enable your customers to run AI workloads seamlessly across hybrid cloud environments. These new solutions are:

- **Dell EMC Ready Solutions for AI: GPU-as-a-Service** – designed for smaller AI operations, who are already using VMware.
- **Dell EMC Ready Solutions for vHPC** – designed to advance AI journeys by virtualizing high performance computing (HPC) workloads using vSphere 7.0.
- **Dell EMC Ready Solutions for HPC Storage, Data Accelerator** – designed for data-intensive AI and HPC workloads to accelerate data processing to alleviate I/O bottlenecks.

**Explore the New Solutions**

**Continuous insights**

A suite of OpenManage enhancements enables you to help customers keep smarter insights flowing with intuitive systems management and innovative remediation. The new releases include:

- **OpenManage Enterprise (3.4)** – with server-initiated discovery, template deployment, and enhanced MX platform integration.
- **OpenManage Integration with VMware vCenter (5.1)** – use vSphere Lifecycle Manager to co-ordinate software, driver, and firmware updates in one scheduler.
- **OpenManage Mobile (4.0)** – now delivers remote management as well as monitoring capabilities

**Take a Closer Look at OpenManage Features**

**To learn more, visit Partner DGC**